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 November 30th, 2006, 02:07 PM   #1 (permalink) 

e-merlin 
Friend of Leo's
 
Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Posts: 3,134 

Peavey C-30 15 Watt Mod 

There has been a lot of interest on this board about whether or not you can 
pull two tubes and run the Classic 30 at 15 Watts. Since all four power tubes 
are wired in series, you can't do it by pulling tubes like you can with the 
Classic 50. However, some enterprising modder over on the Peavey Amp 
Forum came up with a way to drop the power to 15 watts. You will only get a 
3dB drop in volume but you may notice that the amp breaks up a bit sooner.

Since you have to log in to the Peavey boards, I am going to copy and paste 
the instructions here as thoroughly as I can, but it might be worth singing up 
for the Peavey boards for you Classic 30 owners since there is a lot of 
discussion about them over there.

Edit: If you do this you may have to use a dummy plug in the 
extension speaker jack to switch the transformer to the 8 Ohm tap, 
but I'm not 100% sure.
__________________
WARNING:This post may contain items including, but not limited to, sarcasm, 
irony, hyperbole intended to bring humor to this discussion. Those of you who 
are overly sensitive or who have no sense of humor are better off ignoring this 
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post. 

Last edited by e-merlin : November 30th, 2006 at 07:56 PM. 

    

 November 30th, 2006, 02:12 
PM 

  #2 (permalink) 

e-merlin 
Friend of Leo's
 
Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Posts: 3,134 

This absolutely can be done and it is probably the easiest mod you can make 
since there's no need to even pull the chassis. I've been running my Delta Blues 
at 15 watts for several years now. Here's how it works:

The Delta Blues/Classic 30 mainboard is wired with the tube filament heaters in 
series with each other. If you were to simply pull two tubes from the amp, the 
remaining tubes would shut down. The method to get around this is to modify 
two of the EL84 power tubes by cutting off all of the pins except for the two 
heater filament pins. Plugging these two "dummy" tubes back into the amp 
completes the heater circuit, allowing the amp to operate normally, yet the two 
dummy tubes no longer contribute to the power output. 

Here are specific details which MUST be followed closely.

EL84 Tube modification:
- Looking at the bottom of the tube, you will see 9 pins and a gap. The pin 
numbers are 1 through 9, counted clockwise, starting from the gap. Cut and 
remove all pins except pins 4 and 5, which are the heater pins. Using a paint 
marker (a Sharpie will rub off), mark a line along the side of the tube, inline with 
the gap. See the following photos:
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Tube Installation:
- The two modified tubes are to be installed in positions V4 and V7. Looking at 
the back of the amp, tube positions are labeled from right to left. V1, V2, V3 are 
the 12AX7 preamp tubes. V4, V5, V6, V7 are the EL84 power tubes. It is VERY 
important that pins of the modified tubes line up with the proper holes in the 
socket. Be sure that the line that you marked to indicate the location of the gap 
on the tube is aligned with the gap in the socket. This is fairly easy to do because 
the gap faces the back of the amp. The tubes will fit somewhat loosely, but the 
retaining wires will keep them in place. 

It's just that easy. You're now operating at 15 watts. The mod is completely safe 
to the amp and is easily reversible.

Have fun!

- Dan
__________________
WARNING:This post may contain items including, but not limited to, sarcasm, 
irony, hyperbole intended to bring humor to this discussion. Those of you who 
are overly sensitive or who have no sense of humor are better off ignoring this 
post. 
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e-merlin 
Friend of Leo's
 
Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Posts: 3,134 

For those of you wanting to read the whole thread, here's the link:

http://forums.peavey.com:8080/read?349155,11e#349155

You will have to log in or register.
__________________
WARNING:This post may contain items including, but not limited to, sarcasm, 
irony, hyperbole intended to bring humor to this discussion. Those of you who 
are overly sensitive or who have no sense of humor are better off ignoring this 
post. 
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Durtdog 
Tele-Afflicted
 

 
 
Join Date: May 2004
Location: Tennessee
Posts: 1,302 

Good lord, it works! 

I tried it last night on my Delta Blues. Sounded good, easier to get the tubes 
cooking.

Very clever, thanks for posting that.

    

 December 1st, 2006, 11:43 AM   #5 (permalink) 

jhundt 
Tele-Afflicted
 
Join Date: Mar 2003
Location: Netherlands
Age: 52
Posts: 1,518 

4 Photos

seems like you might ruin those tubes for future use that way (ha-ha-ha)! 
couldn't you just stick a jumper wire in the heater pin slots?

    

 January 30th, 2007, 02:56 PM   #6 (permalink) 

guitarzan13 
Tele-Meister
 

 
 
Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: LaGrange, GA
Age: 41
Posts: 237 

7 Photos

Quote:

Originally Posted by jhundt
seems like you might ruin those tubes for future use that way (ha-ha-
ha)! couldn't you just stick a jumper wire in the heater pin slots?

Could you??? Anyone know??
__________________
Practice make permanent!!!!....Perfect practice makes perfect!!!

Chris B.
Current Band
www.productoffaith.net

Last band as a bass player  
www.neonjones.com 
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Skunk Bunker 
TDPRI Member
 

 
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Location: Ottawa, Canada
Posts: 34 

I'm curious. You guys are gonna turn me into an amp tweaker if you keep 
posting stuff like this ... .
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trevorus 
TDPRI Member
 

 
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Location: Illinois
Age: 22
Posts: 50 

Couldn't you also find a the resistance of the screen, and find a larger resistor 
that can handle the current passing through it, then place that between the 
two pins? May be easier than making a tube useful for only that purpose.
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guitarzan13 
Tele-Meister
 

 
 
Join Date: Jul 2006
Location: LaGrange, GA
Age: 41
Posts: 237 

7 Photos

Quote:

Originally Posted by trevorus
Couldn't you also find a the resistance of the screen, and find a larger 
resistor that can handle the current passing through it, then place that 
between the two pins? May be easier than making a tube useful for 
only that purpose.

Sounds like a potential money maker for someone...
__________________
Practice make permanent!!!!....Perfect practice makes perfect!!!

Chris B.
Current Band
www.productoffaith.net

Last band as a bass player  
www.neonjones.com 
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Skunk Bunker 
TDPRI Member
 

 
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Location: Ottawa, Canada
Posts: 34 

How does it effect the amp tone? I'm assuming that I'll be more able to crank 
the volume more than with the full 30W config.
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Cassidy 
Tele-Meister
 

 
 
Join Date: Feb 2006
Location: Out West... 
Wisconsin
Age: 59
Posts: 160 

6 Photos

I have a couple of burned out EL84's.... would those work as the dummy 
tubes?

Cassidy 
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trevorus 
TDPRI Member
 

 
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Location: Illinois
Age: 22
Posts: 50 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Cassidy
I have a couple of burned out EL84's.... would those work as the 
dummy tubes?

Cassidy 

If the filament is still good, then sure!
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 02-01-2007, 07:57 AM   #1  

daz 
Junior Member
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Posts: 14 

Hey Enzo..... 

Could you look at this post at another forum (by someone you'll 
know from the PV forum) on a simple way to run a c30 at 1/2 
power and tell me if you see anything about it that may make it a 
bad idea? (other than the potential to insert the tubes wrong) And 
also, i use a 8 ohm speaker with the speaker jack instead of the 
internal wires. How will this translate? in other words, will i basically 
be running the speaker/OT at a load that is double what the tubes 
want to se? If so i guess i'm not going the get a good match. It's a 
bit confusing to me, but how would you do this besides going back 
to the stock 16 ohm speaker. 

http://www.tdpri.com/forum/amp-centr...-watt-mod.html

Last edited by daz : 02-01-2007 at 08:49 AM. 

          

 02-01-2007, 09:16 AM   #2  

Rob Mercure 
Senior Member
 

 
 
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Wise, Virginia
Posts: 109 

While Enzo gets around to answering I think I would simply plug a 
pin 4 to 5 jumper into one "pulled" tube socket and a suitable 
value/power resistor between pins 4 and 5 on the other "pulled" 
socket. You're trying to drop 12.6 volts at 0.76 amps so you need 
16.6 ohm 9.6 watt resistor using straight ohms law. But you'd want 
double the power rating and you could probaby get away with 15 
ohm resistor - and 15 ohm power resistors could easily vary enough 
in value to get to 16-17 ohms so a 15 ohm 20 W resistor would 
work. And AES used to have little units consisting of a 9 pin socket 
and plug wired together to permanently plug into a bad 9 pin socket 
so that you wouldn't have to replace it. If they have them you could 
simply do the wiring on these plugs. Any of this seems simpler than 
cutting 7 pins off an EL34 - and I'm not sure that 2 pins hold the 
tube's weight when you shift the amp around.

But perhaps Enzo has other ideas.

Rob
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daz 
Junior Member
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Posts: 14 

Thanks, but it would just be quick and easy with a tube and i have 
a whole drawer full of old 84's that i should throw away but never 
get around to it. So cuttin' a couple up is no problem at all. I guess 
my main concern is really the impedence question.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rob Mercure  
While Enzo gets around to answering I think I would simply 
plug a pin 4 to 5 jumper into one "pulled" tube socket and a 
suitable value/power resistor between pins 4 and 5 on the 
other "pulled" socket. You're trying to drop 12.6 volts at 
0.76 amps so you need 16.6 ohm 9.6 watt resistor using 
straight ohms law. But you'd want double the power rating 
and you could probaby get away with 15 ohm resistor - and 
15 ohm power resistors could easily vary enough in value to 
get to 16-17 ohms so a 15 ohm 20 W resistor would work. 
And AES used to have little units consisting of a 9 pin socket 
and plug wired together to permanently plug into a bad 9 pin 
socket so that you wouldn't have to replace it. If they have 
them you could simply do the wiring on these plugs. Any of 
this seems simpler than cutting 7 pins off an EL34 - and I'm 
not sure that 2 pins hold the tube's weight when you shift 
the amp around.

But perhaps Enzo has other ideas.

Rob

          

 02-01-2007, 07:12 PM   #4  

Enzo 
Senior Member
 
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Lansing, Michigan, 
USA
Posts: 865 

Sure it would work. When I first saw that I thought Give the guy 
credit for thinking, but then for only that little reduction, is it worth 
the trouble.

The tube's weight is not held by the two legs, it is held by the 
spring clip that the C30 has on each tube. Not an issue. In fact, you 
can leave a couple more pins on the tube for stability. Pins 1 and 8 
come to mind.

Pulling half the power tubes is a time honored trick - and you like 
the results or you don't, but that is a separate issue from whether it 
works. In the C30, though, the heaters of the four power tubes are 
wired in series. SO if you snip the legs off the tube saving the 
heater pins, then these dummy tubes keep the heater circuit intact.

Resistors would also work, but a couple old EL84s, snip snip, and 
your glass bottle resistors are ready to go - no calculating, no 
soldering, there you go. I can't think of anything easier, it can be 
done in seconds, literaly. So in its own way it is an elegant solution 
to the problem.

SInce the impedance changes you need to step the 16 ohm speaker 
down to the 8 ohm tap. So wire the speaker to a plug, plug it into 
the EXT jack which switches to 8 ohms, and tape off the internal 
speaker wires. If you want to use an 8 ohm speaker, there is no 
way for it to matvh, and it is up to you if you want to run it as a mis-
match. Won't likely hurt it.
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 02-01-2007, 09:06 PM   #5  

daz 
Junior Member
 
Join Date: Jan 2007
Posts: 14 

Thats what i figured. (8 ohm speaker.....no way) but i tried it 
anyways. I'm not sure if it's the mismatch or the lower power but i 
can get a lot more drive at lower settings. But i think the mismatch 
makes for a little fuzzier tone. Not a bad little trick tho. Wish i could 
hear it with a 16 ohm speaker plugged into the jack as my 8 ohm 
is. I think it might be just the ticket for low volume gigs. But i use 
an EV and it's a critical part of my sound so it's staying. Thanks. 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Enzo  
Sure it would work. When I first saw that I thought Give the 
guy credit for thinking, but then for only that little reduction, 
is it worth the trouble.

The tube's weight is not held by the two legs, it is held by 
the spring clip that the C30 has on each tube. Not an issue. 
In fact, you can leave a couple more pins on the tube for 
stability. Pins 1 and 8 come to mind.

Pulling half the power tubes is a time honored trick - and 
you like the results or you don't, but that is a separate issue 
from whether it works. In the C30, though, the heaters of 
the four power tubes are wired in series. SO if you snip the 
legs off the tube saving the heater pins, then these dummy 
tubes keep the heater circuit intact.

Resistors would also work, but a couple old EL84s, snip snip, 
and your glass bottle resistors are ready to go - no 
calculating, no soldering, there you go. I can't think of 
anything easier, it can be done in seconds, literaly. So in its 
own way it is an elegant solution to the problem.

SInce the impedance changes you need to step the 16 ohm 
speaker down to the 8 ohm tap. So wire the speaker to a 
plug, plug it into the EXT jack which switches to 8 ohms, and 
tape off the internal speaker wires. If you want to use an 8 
ohm speaker, there is no way for it to matvh, and it is up to 
you if you want to run it as a mis-match. Won't likely hurt it.

          

 02-02-2007, 12:20 AM   #6  

Satamax 
Senior Member
 

 
 
Join Date: Jun 2006
Location: Southern french alps, 
right by the Italian border
Posts: 221 

 

Quote:

Originally Posted by Enzo  
Sure it would work. When I first saw that I thought Give the 
guy credit for thinking, but then for only that little reduction, 
is it worth the trouble.

The tube's weight is not held by the two legs, it is held by 
the spring clip that the C30 has on each tube. Not an issue. 
In fact, you can leave a couple more pins on the tube for 
stability. Pins 1 and 8 come to mind.

Pulling half the power tubes is a time honored trick - and 
you like the results or you don't, but that is a separate issue 
from whether it works. In the C30, though, the heaters of 
the four power tubes are wired in series. SO if you snip the 
legs off the tube saving the heater pins, then these dummy 
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tubes keep the heater circuit intact.
Resistors would also work, but a couple old EL84s, snip snip, 
and your glass bottle resistors are ready to go - no 
calculating, no soldering, there you go. I can't think of 
anything easier, it can be done in seconds, literaly. So in its 
own way it is an elegant solution to the problem.

SInce the impedance changes you need to step the 16 ohm 
speaker down to the 8 ohm tap. So wire the speaker to a 
plug, plug it into the EXT jack which switches to 8 ohms, and 
tape off the internal speaker wires. If you want to use an 8 
ohm speaker, there is no way for it to matvh, and it is up to 
you if you want to run it as a mis-match. Won't likely hurt it.

Huh, daft idea, why not just cut the grid pin??? Ok, i see it now, it's 
fixed bias  On a cathode biassed amp, that could be a way to 
keep the amp matched. I've been thinking along that line for a long 
while  Here one could disconect the signal wire and make a 
separate bias supply so there's no coupling through bias . Ok, i'm 
going astray, i'm out 

          

 02-02-2007, 09:28 AM   #7  

Bruce / Mission 
Amps 
Senior Member
 

 
 
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Denver, Colorado
Posts: 243 

Not sure if you quite ment this, but if you cut the grid pin from a 
ground or bias source on either cathode or fixed bias with that tube 
still connected to B+, a filament supply and leave tube's cathode 
grounded in anyway, ... it will take off with no bias and draw max 
plate current, eventually failing.
To shut the tube nearly off, you could remove the B+ from the 
"other grid", the screen grid.
To keep current through the OT, how about something really 
different like a switching arrangement that takes the B+ off the 
plate of the unwanted power tube and steers that same plate B+ to 
a grounded, 25 watt 5K-10K resistor?
You'd have to figure out through Ohm's Law what resistance at the 
given B+ = the loaded power tube.
__________________
Bruce

Mission Amps
2202 East 66th Ave.
Suite B
Denver, CO. 80229

1-303-423-4103 

          

 02-03-2007, 02:52 PM   #8  

Richard 
Member
 
Join Date: Oct 2006
Location: Sacramento, CA
Posts: 38 

On amps that have a half power mode that turns off a couple of 
tubes, I believe they lift the ground on the cathode. These are fixed 
bias amps, If the tubes do not share a cathode bias resistor, I think 
this would work. You could merely cut the cathode pin. I believe 
this maintains the same impedance.

          

 02-03-2007, 04:24 PM   #9  
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Steve Conner 
Senior Member
 

 
 
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Scotland
Posts: 277 

The problem with pulling two tubes from a four tube amp is that the 
remaining two try to work twice as hard and wear out prematurely. 
Anything that prevents two of the tubes from pulling their weight 
will also overrun the remaining two: there is no combination of tube 
pins you can cut off to avoid this. (If there was, Randall Smith 
would have a patent on it.) 

Moving the speaker impedance tap compensates for that by making 
the load twice as easy to drive, so now two tubes run happily, 
providing half the power.

If you wanted to pull tubes without moving the impedance tap and 
without overrunning the remaining tubes, the only thing I can think 
of that would work would be to reduce the B+ by quite a lot, and 
you would end up with nearer one quarter the power you had with 
four tubes.
__________________
http://www.scopeboy.com/music/ 
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